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Abstract: Telecommunications and the Internet are forming an increasingly integrated and global system for processing, storing, transporting information and managing content. At the same time the identification capacity of the Current Internet is running out, Internet architectures are reconsidered for better managing mobility and quality requirements, data handling and security issues, as well as for exploiting the opportunities derived from technological development. The future of the Internet became an important research and standardization area, focusing on service, resource, content and environmental awareness. The paper summarizes the challenges of the Current Internet, draws up the visions and the recent capabilities of the Future Internet, then identifies and clusters the relevant research topics defining the chapters of Future Internet research activity in a layered model from basic research on Internet Science through the Internet Engineering up to Future Internet applications and experiments.
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1 Introduction

Telecommunications and the Internet are forming more and more an integrated global infrastructure for processing, storing and transporting information and managing content related to locations, people and intelligent devices. This integration process is based on the rapid evolution of the digital technology and the penetration of the Classic Internet concept. The progression towards an integrated telecommunications, information technology and electronic media (TIM) sector has been presented e.g. in [21, 36, 49, 50]:

• The first step was the digitization and integration of network functions within voice communication (telephony), data communication and media communication (broadcasting) sectors, each separated by their content.
• Secondly, a uniform digital communication technology of various contents and an integrated telecommunications (formally referred to as electronic communications) sector was formed.

• The third step presents the convergence of resources and processes for communications, information processing and storing, and content handling, the emergence of the integrated TIM sector and synergic TIM applications based on IPv4/TCP.

• Recently, in the fourth step the content space is expanding by cognitive and sensory contents, the billions of devices (things) are to be interconnected (Figure 1), and an open Digital Ecosystem is being formed [1, 24, 40, 56, 58].

A horizontally and vertically integrated information (TIM) value chain is shaped (Figure 2), comprising all the layers and services of the intelligent infrastructure of the networked knowledge society, sometimes referred to as Internet infrastructure. At the same time the identification capacity of the Current Internet is running out; Internet architectures are reconsidered for better managing mobility functions, quality requirements and security issues, as well as for exploiting the opportunities derived from the technological advancements and the recent data handling and cognitive concepts. This integration process transforms business and bank spheres, administration, production, agriculture, transport, health, education and knowledge systems, etc., our everyday life. The future networked knowledge society is going to be established on Internet base, but the limitations of the Current Internet must be eliminated.

Recognizing the challenges of the Current Internet and the opportunities and requirements for a more advanced Internet, European Commission supported intensively the research activity on the Future Internet (FI) and initiated the
organisation of the Future Internet Assemblies (FIAs). Since 2008 ten FIAs were held and four books were issued on the research results [1, 2, 3, 4]. This paper collects the challenges and opportunities of the Current Internet, the visionary and recent capabilities of the Future Internet, defines the research goals and spheres, and identifies and clusters the relevant research topics into nine research chapters: from basic research on Internet Science through Internet Engineering up to Future Internet applications and experiments.

Figure 2
Integrated information value chain:
the layers of intelligent infrastructure of networked knowledge society

2 Challenges of the Current Internet

The Internet concept was born with different conditions and goals by "the fathers of the Internet", Vinton G. Cerf and Robert E. Kahn [12] in the seventies. Since then the Internet has become a large global network and we are currently speaking on the Internet age. The original concept of the Internet (TCP/IPv4) has limitations, and there are new societal requirements (mobility, security), while technological developments provide new opportunities and solutions for the challenges.

Limitations of the Current Internet are [1, 2, 3, 4, 44, 60, 62]:

• The limited identification capacity, the lack of IPv4 address space;

• The essentially private wireline network concept, the lack of an inherent mobile centric network architecture and a scalable efficient network and mobility management;
• The lack of guaranteed and differentiable quality of services and security (the best effort solutions);
• Energy consumption: the emission of CO$_2$ is increasing due to the increase in network size and usage;
• Application development is slow, inflexible, etc.

*New technological opportunities are for managing limitations* [1, 2, 3, 4, 38, 42, 44]:

• Advanced wireless/mobile technologies;
• Broadband optical solutions;
• Huge storage capacity, storage efficiency;
• Innovations in material and manufacturing technology, especially in the technology of sensors, CPUs, memories and energy sources;
• Potential opportunities deriving from nanotechnology and biotechnology.

*Growth of the Internet’s societal role gives rising demands* as [2, 3, 4, 23, 33, 58]:

• Anywhere, anytime access (always on);
• Interconnection of devices, objects, sensors (networked 20…100 billion things);
• Expansion of content space with 3D and cognitive contents (gestures, emotion);
• Scalable and customized data and knowledge engineering;
• A lot of human centric, secure, smart applications.

We can conclude that:

• We are witnesses to the radical increase of Internet’s size and complexity;
• There is a great technical potential and societal need for significant expansion of applications;
• The penetration of Internet has a fundamental impact on lifestyle and human relations.

### 3 Visions of the Future Internet

The challenges of the Current Internet, the tangible and potential demands and the technical opportunities determine the critical research issues, research objectives, and needs the reconsideration of the Classic Internet concept and the construction of the vision of the Future Internet.
Figure 3 shows the Future Internet vision based on the scheme of Japan’s National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT) [40], and the achievements of the FIA 2011 in Budapest and Poznan, FIA 2012 in Aalborg [2, 3, 57]. NICT prepared the first vision for New-Generation Networks (NWGN) in 2008 focusing on the technology requirements for solving social problems (energy shortage, medical care, crime prevention, technology gap, etc.) and creating new values for achieving a future knowledge society, using the NWGN. Five network targets were identified for an NWGN R&D strategy, whose scheme was used for the Future Internet and continuously evolved aiming at an intelligent, sustainable world and an innovative, secure society as a generic goal of the Future Internet [3, 51]. Figure 3 shows two pillars and six targets (objectives), and the desired applications are also indicated. The Classic Internet is aimed at the interconnection of persons and contents. The Future Internet is completed by the interconnection of all sorts of devices and things which involve sensors and actuators to sense or actuate respectively their physical environment. This idea is demonstrated by two pillars referred to as: Internet of People (Media Internet) and Internet of Things (IoT) [52, 56]. The Future Internet aims at a unified infrastructure of communication, computing and storage systems that involves the Internet of people, content, devices and things. The Future Internet should support:

- The drastic increase of the networked infrastructure characteristics (scale, diameter, bandwidth, service set, etc.);
- The expected wide range of networked services with diverse and evolving service requirements;
- The efficient operation and management of all communication, computing and storage resources;
- The concept of the “Internet of Everything”, the convergence of the consumer, business and industrial Internets.

![Future Internet vision diagram]

Figure 3
Future Internet vision, based on Japan NICT’s NWGN vision, FIA2011 in Budapest and Poznan, and FIA2012 in Aalborg
Therefore Future Internet research activities primarily focus on network architecture issues to solve challenges in scalability, flexibility and manageability, with special attention to ambient (ubiquitous) and sensor networks (IoT), large amounts of various data (Big Data) generated by the IoT, as well as to content centric multimedia networks and networked 3D content. Internet security, dependability (reliability, accountability, verifiability) and trust as well as sustainability referring to energy awareness (green network) and efficient spectrum usage are also priority issues in the deployment of the Future Internet, and are closely related to the Future Internet vision [42, 57]. Drastic expansion of application opportunities (smart city, home, office, intelligent transport, energy, e-business, e-government, e-health, e-education, 3D media, etc.) assisted by the Future Internet Cloud concept [4, 45] and the societal-economic aspects and impacts (e.g. service economy, social interaction, augmented reality, Internet-style innovation) are also significant research targets [57].

A well-established Future Internet vision can be based on the standardization work of the Future Networks (FNs) performed by the International Telecommunication Union Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T). Driven by the research activities in network virtualization, cloud networking and others [3, 22, 28, 59, 60], the ITU-T has started the standardization of FNs as networking systems to be deployed in the 2015-2020 timeframe [4, 37]. FN standardization combined two complementary approaches: a top down method starting from objectives and design goals, and a bottom up method starting from relatively matured candidate technologies. Recommendation ITU-T Y.3001 presents the first standard description of FNs [29, 37]. The Future Network is described, like the Future Internet, as an infrastructure that connects and orchestrates the Internet of people, content and systems (i.e. devices, computers, clouds and things). The Recommendation identifies four essential objectives that were not suitably taken into account in the design of current networks. They help to characterize the differences from the current networks. Design goals related to the objectives were also identified as advanced capabilities that are necessary for the realization of FNs. The four objectives described in Y.3001 can be considered the elements of the vision of the Future Internet (Figure 4). They are the followings:

![Future Internet vision, based on the standardization work of the Future Networks performed by ITU-T](image-url)
• Service awareness: Future network architectures are expected to support not only current services such as e-mail and web browsing, but also emerging services, including mission critical services, by providing additional functionality without drastic increases in communication, computing and storage resources, deployment and operational costs. Thus, these network resources are to be virtualised to allow for their flexible usage by the services (resources awareness, network virtualization concept) [30]. Network virtualization means the process of partitioning the network resources, abstracting the partitions as virtual network resources, and combining them and network functionalities into logically isolated virtual networks. A unified network resources management is also involved. Such a way, multiple virtual networks can be created in a single physical network. Furthermore the network architecture should support advanced mobility features, enhanced reliability and security requirements.

• Data (content) awareness: Communication in current networks is based on the globally unique location identity (ID) and location based routing. If identical contents (data, information) are placed in multiple data locations, they may have the same content ID, and the content can be accessed via a nearest location using content ID based routing. In such a way the handling of a vast amount of data can be optimized [32].

• Environmental awareness: The enormous increase in Internet traffic means increase in energy consumption; hence energy awareness is a key objective. To save energy we should optimize the network to reduce the network capacity and traffic loads, as well as improve the energy efficiency using lower power electronic technology and dynamic control techniques [31].

• Socio-economic awareness: The Internet becomes an essential infrastructure utility; the right to have access to a global network will be one of the fundamental rights in the future. Hence the Future Internet should consider socio-economic objectives as governance issues, e.g. the barrier to enter the market, the lifecycle cost for sustainability and deployment, service universalization, information security, and personal data protection [29].

Figure 5 suggests a vision for the Future Internet, combining the research oriented NWGN vision scheme [40, 51] and the standardization oriented FN vision of the ITU-T [29, 37], taking also into account the achievements of the FIA 2013 in Dublin [4]. The Future Internet vision aims at a unified infrastructure of communication, computing and storage resources by integrating the Internet of people and content, devices and things, computers and clouds. Figure 5 demonstrates three concepts (Internet of People, Internet of Things and their unification and extension) as pillars, indicates the smart, high-value applications provided as services in the Cloud, and shows five strategic objectives. The objectives are based on the ones of the NWGN and FN visions, as follows:
• **Scalable, flexible, service aware network** means a scalable network architecture with functional flexibility, which can accommodate wide range of services with diverse and evolving requirements;

• **Virtual, resource aware network** means the virtualization of combined communication, computing and storage resources and a unified efficient network resources management system;

• **Data and content awareness** embraces goals on content-centric networking, content identification (ID) and efficient handling and usage of the generated Big Data, involving 3D and cognitive contents;

• **Sustainability, environmental awareness** refers to energy awareness, efficient spectrum usage and any other ecological aspects;

• **Intelligent, innovative and secure society**, as a generic target of Future Internet, comprises the societal-economic objectives and aspects.

![Future Internet vision, combining NWGN and FN visions](image)

**Figure 5**
Future Internet vision, combining NWGN and FN visions

### 4 Recent Future Internet Capabilities

Recently, there has been no accepted definition for Future Internet, rather it is described by some capabilities, which do not exist in, or are not typical of the Current Internet. Some new functions created and certain features became obvious in the last some years that are relevant criteria in separating the Current and Future Internet. In the following, eight functions and four features associated with the Future Internet are listed. The lists as a matter of course are open; recently, one or more functions and some of the features became characteristics of the Future Internet solutions.
A recent list of relevant Future Internet functions is [2, 3, 4, 19, 24, 33, 40, 45, 47, 55, 56]:

1. Identification and interconnection of things, devices, sensors, actuators (Internet of Things);
2. Network architecture intrinsically handling service diversity, mobility, „anywhere, anytime” data collection, tracking and tracing (Service and mobility centric architectures);
3. Networked data bases: real time access and global organization of huge amount of data, information and multimedia contents (Big Data concept);
4. Content-aware technologies: content selection, distribution, outsourcing and management, content centric networks, content mining;
5. Programmability of networks: virtualized, software-defined networks (SDN);
6. Communicating and managing 3D and cognitive contents, virtual and augmented world;
7. Cloud computing and communications: infrastructure, platform, software, network and communication provided as a service (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS; NaaS, CaaS);
8. Remote collaboration, monitoring and control of physical processes (Tactile Internet).

A list of relevant Future Internet features is [2, 3, 4, 37, 44, 57]:

1. Inherent information security, personal data protection;
2. Managed quality, service-aware architectures and application platforms;
3. Managing the energy needed to transmit bits in the device, equipment and system levels;

Recent capabilities are in good coincidence with the visionary ones, which shows the reality of the vision and the awareness of the research governance.

5 Clustering Research Themes

The research goals and spheres can usually be combined into three levels. The Internet is considered a complex networked infrastructure: its common attributes are heavily researched in the frame of Network Science. In general, basic research topics related to the fundamentals of Future Internet, embracing mathematical modelling of large scale networks, cryptography as the theory of security, human and socio-economic characteristics and environmental aspects, legislation and
governance principles, etc. are collected in *Internet Science* [23]. Engineering research issues – such as the creation and elaboration of Future Internet technologies, network architectures and protocols, data and content management methods and design procedures – represent the backbone of the Internet applied research, called *Internet Engineering* [16]. Finally Future Internet experimental research and innovation actions aim at the development of Fi-based solutions, smart industrial and community applications, customizable content services, involving their experimentation, demonstration and standardisation issues, referred to as *Internet application development* [2, 3, 4, 24].

Studying the research themes on the Future Internet in the literature, in particularly on FIA [1, 2, 3, 4, 53], Working Programme of Horizon 2020 [24] as well as the Hungarian Future Internet research activity, including 132 themes [7, 16, 51], the relevant research topics can be identified and arranged into main research areas. We define the main research areas as the chapters of Future Internet research activity in a layered model from basic research on Internet Science through Internet Engineering up to Future Internet applications and experiments. Figure 6 shows the nine layered chapters and their main research goals and spheres. Basic research in Internet Science constitutes Chapter 1, the Internet Engineering applied research is divided into five chapters (Chapter 2…6), the applications and experiments are comprised of three chapters (Chapter 7, 8 and 9). Figure 6 also indicates the possible relations of the chapters to other research goals and spheres. In the following, the research chapters and their relevant topics (topic ranges as subchapters) are presented.
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*Figure 6*  
Future Internet research chapters and their relation to research goals
Chapter 1: Internet basic research (Internet Science).

Internet Science aims at an integrated and interdisciplinary scientific understanding of Internet networks and their co-evolution with society, embracing all disciplines that study the Internet from any technological or humanistic perspective. Relevant research topics as subchapters are [6, 8, 18, 23, 25, 26, 35, 36, 58]:

A) Network science: modelling and investigating large scale networks;
B) Computer science, from computational theory to computer architecture;
C) Basic enabling technologies, as quantum and nanotechnologies, etc.;
D) Cryptography, cyber security;
E) Human aspects: social and behavioural attributes, trust and aversion, cognitive processes, cognitive biases, social networks;
F) Network economics, game theory;
G) Legislation and governance (privacy, data protection, net neutrality…).

Chapter 2: Future Internet modelling, analysis and design.

These research topics target the modelling of the Future Internet enabling infocommunication systems, network concepts and technologies, for analysing their performance, scalability, stability, availability, resilience, quality of service, etc. as well as the elaboration of novel modelling and design paradigms. Relevant topics are as [10, 23, 20, 47, 55]:

A) Network modelling and performance analysis;
B) Queuing systems: traffic analysis and design;
C) Communication systems: advanced modulation, coding, access, spectrum usage;
D) Resource allocation and optimization methods;
E) Investigating networked media services: video streaming, VoIP, IPTV;
F) Survivability techniques, monitoring, failure exploration.

Chapter 3: Future Internet network architectures.

Novel architectural solutions are needed to meet the societal challenges, which the Current Internet may not be able to support sufficiently. This central research area focuses on new network architectures and protocols, virtualization of resources, mechanism enhancements, as [1, 2, 3, 4, 22, 24, 28, 37, 38, 42, 44, 45, 54, 59, 60]:

A) Future Internet network requirements (scalability, manageability, flexibility, reliability, resilience, robustness, security, latency, simplicity, etc.) and concepts (network virtualization, etc.)
B) Future Internet routing methods, e.g. transport protocols, path selections;
C) Mobile networking technologies: mobility handling, fixed-mobile convergence (FMC), network concepts, 5G network infrastructures;
D) Future media networks, content-centric networks (CCN), content delivery networks (CDN);
E) Network computing: ubiquitous, grid, cloud computing;
F) Virtual networks, software defined networks (SDN), network function virtualization (NFV);
G) Cloud infocommunications: NaaS, PaaS, SaaS, CaaS, etc.

Chapter 4: Data and content technologies.
The huge volumes of data and multimedia content are essential driving forces for the evolution of the Future Internet. These research topics aim at extracting meaning from data and supporting the collection, searching, managing and publishing of information in any form, as [2, 3, 11, 24, 47, 53]:
A) Data, text and media mining;
B) Big Data challenges (volume, velocity, variety) and solutions;
C) Semantic multimedia search methods, knowledge discovery;
D) Presentation, visualisation;
E) Digital library functions (archives, name spaces, etc.).

Chapter 5: 3D Internet and cognitive infocommunications.
The three dimensional (3D) communications can embrace our cognitive systems, including not only hearing and vision, but touch, gestures, emotion, smell, etc. Along with its enormous potential, 3D Internet opens many research challenges in order to become a reality, as [5, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 27, 46]:
A) 3D Internet architecture and content technology (3D media analytics, processing, presentation);
B) Multimodal human-computer interactions;
C) Cognitive infocommunications, cognitive contents and channels;
D) Virtual collaboration, 3D Internet based control and communications;
E) Devices and procedures of 3D and 4D content creation and presentation.

Chapter 6: Internet of Things (IoT).
Internet of Things is seen as a key part of the Future Internet vision, which targets real-time complex interactions and collaborations of billions of heterogeneous devices (objects, sensors, actuators), and requires tackling numerous
technological, connectivity and interoperability issues [1, 2, 3, 4, 33, 40, 62, 52, 56]:

A) IoT enabling technologies (RFID, NFC, etc.), sensors and actuators, energy and spectrum awareness;

B) Identification: naming, addressing, privacy awareness, IPv6-based IoT;

C) Communication architectures for constrained devices, IoT infrastructures, self-aware and organizing networks;

D) Data management, software solutions, security technologies: self-adaptive security mechanism and protocols, self-managed secure IoT;

E) Services support platforms, heterogeneous data collection and processing infrastructures.

Chapter 7: Cyber-physical systems and applications.

Cyber-physical systems refer to next generation embedded ICT systems that are interconnected and collaborate through the Internet of Things, and provide a wide range of innovative applications and services. Relevant research directions are [4, 25, 34, 41, 43, 61, 52, 56]:

A) Embedded and intelligent engineering systems;

B) Intelligent production applications, measuring and controlling physical processes;

C) Intelligent transport, cars and logistics;

D) Smart agriculture-food applications,

E) Smart energy systems, green ICT solutions.

Chapter 8: Future Internet community applications.

Users demand “always on” access to cheap, easy-to-use, secure, mobile, personalized and context-aware applications, which are to be realized over highly interconnected, increasingly complex infrastructures. The Internet of Things is implicated for smart environments and smart spaces. Several cross-disciplinary research challenges should be addressed [1, 2, 3, 4, 39, 52, 56, 61]:

A) Mobile crowd-sensing platform and functions;

B) Smart home and office applications;

C) Smart health and well-being applications;

D) Smart business applications;

E) Smart governance applications;

F) Smart city applications;

G) Other intelligent and cognitive community applications.
Chapter 9: Experimentation, standardization, regulation.

Themes of this practical chapter embrace the requirements and design of comprehensive test facilities, the federation of test-beds, the technical and social experiments, the standardization activity as well as the emerging complex regulatory issues. The subchapters are defined as [2, 3, 4, 29, 30, 31, 32, 36, 37, 48, 56]:

A) Experimental systems, test-beds;
B) Experimental methods, demonstrations, field results;
C) Socio-economic studies, business models;
D) Technical standards, recommendations, standardization issues, e.g.: identification, communications, virtualization, interoperability, security;
E) Technical, economic and content regulatory issues.

Conclusions

This paper collects the challenges of the Current Internet, draws up Future Internet concepts and visions, and identifies the relevant functions and features of the Future Internet as of 2013. The Future Internet visions are based on a concept of unified infrastructure of communication, computing and storage resources by involving the Internet of people and content, devices and things, computers and clouds, and aim at objectives for the service, resource and content awareness, and the societal, economic and environmental awareness. The paper proposes a combined vision scheme with five objectives. The paper also defines the associated research goals and spheres, and clusters the research themes into nine research chapters and 52 subchapters. The identified research chapters are layered from basic research on Internet Science (Chapter 1), through applied research on Future Internet architectures and content engineering (Chapters 2-6) to Future Internet applications and experiments (Chapters 7-9). Within each chapter, the relevant research topics are organized into 5-7 subchapters.
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